
Introduing Abstrations Via RewritingWilliam D. YoungDepartment of Computer SienesThe University of Texas at Austin?byoung�s.utexas.eduAbstrat. Mehanially assisted proofs of properties of a omplex sys-tem require an aurate formal model of the system. If the model is toodetailed the proof beomes intratible. We outline tehniques for auto-matially \retro�tting" a detailed low-level model with abstrations thatfailitate reasoning about the properties of a model. The abstrations areintrodued through semantis-preserving rewrite rules. We have appliedthis tehnique to the Rokwell-Collins AAMP7 proessor model and beenable to improve signi�antly the analyzability of the model.Mehanially assisted proofs of properties of a omplex system require a formalmodel of the system. However, if the model is too detailed the proof may beomeintratible beause of the overwhelming morass of low-level detail that must bemanaged. This is espeially true if portions of the model are mahine generated.This was the ase with the Rokwell Collins AAMP7 proessor model.[1, 3℄ Thisis a very low-level spei�ation of the AAMP7 instrution-level semantis andwas partly generated by maro expansion from an imperative notation embeddedin the ACL2 formal logi. Beause of the lak of abstration, the model is hardto understand and diÆult to reason formally about.Our goal was to prove properties of mahine language programs for theAAMP7 using the existing formal model as an operational semantis. How-ever, the model proved too low-level for our purposes. Rather than reonstrutit, we developed tehniques for automatially \retro�tting" the detailed low-level model with abstrations to failitate reasoning about properties of the sys-tem. The abstrations are introdued through semantis-preserving rewriting.We have applied this tehnique to the AAMP7 model and been able to improvesigni�antly the analyzability of the model. We used the ACL2 system[2℄ to man-age the proess, the ACL2 rewriter to replae omplex terms by more abstratversions, and the theorem prover to assure that the proess preserves semantiequivalene.In addition to providing a more intelligible and aessible formal harateri-zation of the AAMP7 instrution-level semantis, there was a rather surprisingadditional bene�t. The addition of abstrations illuminated numerous ineÆien-ies; the abstrated model ould atually be faster than the low-level model.? This work was supported at the University of Texas at Austin by a ontrat fromRokwell Collins, Projet #450117702, Instrution-level Model of the AAMP7 inACL2.



1 The AAMP7 ModelThe AAMP7 model is a detailed instrution-level model of the Rokwell-CollinsAAMP7 miroproessor. Exeutable spei�ations for the AAMP7 proessorwere written in the logi of ACL2[2℄ and formally analyzed to satisfy a vari-ety of properties, inluding well-formedness of de�nitions, type restritions onthe arguments to funtions, and formal relationships among various funtions inthe spei�ation. All of these proofs were mehanially heked using the ACL2theorem prover. The model omprises many megabytes of formal spei�ation,exeutable ode, and supporting theory.To make the spei�ation more perspiuous, a maro was de�ned that allowsspeifying the semantis of individual AAMP7 instrutions in an imperativestyle. For example, the op-addu funtion below desribes the semantis of theAAMP7 addu operation, whih takes two 16-bit unsigned values from the topof the stak, adds them using modular unsigned integer arithmeti, and pushesthe result bak onto the stak.(defun op-addu (st)(aamp *state->state*(pop ux) (pop uy) (push (uword16 (+ ux uy)))st))Here, aamp is a maro de�ned within ACL2 that interprets its arguments asfollows: The �rst argument spei�es that this funtion is a state to state (as op-posed to a value-returning) transformation. The e�et on the state is equivalentto exeuting the listed pseudo-instrutions in sequene. Loal variables suh asux and uy are introdued where needed.The aamp maro essentially embeds within ACL2 a readable and intuitive,imperative language for speifying operation semantis. But beause ACL2 is anappliative language, expansion of the maro must emulate this imperative nota-tion by translating it into an appliative form. The required translation is quiteomplex. The list of instrutions in the body of the aamp form is transformedinto a nested series of aesses and updates on a reord of some 60 �elds thatrepresents the proessor state. The expansion ontains onditional branhes forreset, trap and interrupt behaviors, user versus supervisor modes, and all of thepossible exeptions that ould arise. Details of the modular arithmeti and bitstring manipulations involved in AAMP7 address omputation and instrutionexeution are revealed.When maro-expanded, the all (op-addu st) takes over1200 lines (as formatted on my sreen).Beause the semantis is de�ned using maros that are eliminated by ACL2during preproessing, there are essentially no intermediate abstrations betweenthe easily omprehensible de�nition of op-addu above and the \real story" thatonfronts the user of ACL2 attempting to reason about a program involving theaddu operation.



2 Introduing AbstrationsOur solution was to develop automated tehniques to introdue oneptual ab-strations into the existing spei�ation. The approah we took was to identifyreurring low-level forms within the AAMP7 spei�ation, and mehaniallyrewrite them into a more abstrat and perspiuous form. This in turn may reveala seond level of abstrat notions, whih an then be introdued mehanially,and so on.For example: in the expansion of (op-addu st), the following form appearsnumerous times: (wfixn 8 16 k). This is a standard loution generated by theaamp maro for oering an arbitrary value k into an unsigned 16-bit integer.This suggest introduing an abstration for this onept, say (fix16 k). Usingthe ACL2 maro faility, we de�ned a new syntax to add suh abstrations.(defabstrator fix16 (x) (wfixn 8 16 x))This form de�nes a new funtion symbol fix16 of one argument and intro-dues a rewrite rule to unonditionally replae ourrenes of expressions of theform (wfixn 8 16 x ) with the orresponding expression (fix16 x ). To pre-vent looping the non-reursive funtion fix16 is also \disabled" to prevent itfrom being automatially expanded by the prover. Whenever ACL2 subsequentlyenounters an expression of the form (wfixn 8 16 x ), it will replae it with theorresponding expression (fix16 x ).This simple idea is surprisingly powerful. Using these abstrator funtions,we an onstrut a hierarhy of abstrations, and begin to build an \algebra"of rewrites for our spei�ation domain. For example, updates to di�erent stateomponents an be ommuted and multiple, redundant and o�setting updatesto the same state omponent an be ollapsed into a single update.As an example, within the maro-expansion of (op-addu st), the followingexpression appears:(ash (makeaddr (aamp.denvr st)(ga::wfixn 8 16 (logext 32 (+ -1 (ga::wfixn 8 16(+ 1 (ga::wfixn 8 16 (+ 1 (aamp.tos st))))))))) 1)Under the assumption that ertain intermediate results are representable, thisentire expression redues to: (stak-address 1 st). Beause the same basiforms are used throughout the AAMP7 spei�ation, a relatively small olletionof well-hosen abstration funtions provide enormous oneptual larity.Using our abstration approah, we generate for eah AAMP7 instrution atheorem that haraterizes its operational semantis, assuming that we are exe-uting in the \expeted" ase. For example, for the addu instrution we assume:1. the reset, trap, and interrupt ags are not asserted;2. the top-of-stak and program ounter omputations are within bounds;3. the PMU is on�gured to allow the aesses required.Under these onditions, our semanti theorem says that the state resulting fromstepping the mahine over an addu instrution is like the input state exept that:



1. the sum of the top two stak elements replaes the seond stak element;2. the top-of-stak pointer is inremented;3. the next instrution byte has been pre-fethed;4. the p is inremented;5. two temporary loations ontain spei� values.Subsequently, symbolially stepping the AAMP7 model on an addu instru-tion an be aomplished by applying this rewrite rule, whih provides an al-ternative semantis for the addu operation. This semantis is signi�antly easierto deal with in a proof ontext than the de�nition, and allows oneptualizingexeution at the level of the abstration funtions, rather than having to dealwith the low-level details.The introdution of abstrations had a rather surprising side bene�t: the ab-strated versions are more omputationally eÆient. The maro-expansion in theoriginal emulates an imperative program in an appliative ontext. The result isa set of nested updates to the state, many of whih are redundant, umulative,or o�setting. The fog of detail in the maro-expanded version tends to hide theseineÆienies. The abstrated version, on the other hand, reveals obvious simpli-�ations that an be implemented as rewrites. Our abstrat semanti funtionfor addu, for example, replaed several dozen distint state updates with six.Moreover, sine the abstrated, optimized version is proven semantially equiv-alent to the original, we ould replae the original simulator with one that runsour more eÆient versions.We have demonstrated an approah to \retro�tting" an existing low-levelspei�ation with abstrations. This is a potentially valuable tool for renderinga omplex low-level spei�ation more intelligible and more amenable to formalanalysis. Moreover, even a spei�ation that was designed for eÆient exeutionmay have ineÆienies that are hidden by omplexity. The abstration proessmay make suh ineÆienies more readily apparent. This e�ort re-emphasizesthe value of abstration to manage omplexity and to failitate proof. But italso suggests that it is possible in some ases to introdue abstration into anexisting spei�ation.Referenes1. David Greve, Matthew Wilding, and David Hardin. High-speed, analyzable simu-lators. In M. Kaufmann, P. Manolios and J Moore, editors, Computer-Aided Rea-soning: ACL2 Case Studies, Kluwer Aademi Press: Boston, 2000.2. M. Kaufmann, P. Manolios, and J Moore. Computer-Aided Reasoning: An Approah.Kluwer Aademi Press, Boston, 2000.3. Matthew Wilding, David Greve, and David Hardin. EÆient simulation of formalproessor models. Formal Methods in System Design, 18(3):233{248, May 2001.


